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ABSTRACT

Before the author writes down the problem what is actually meant by Allah, with part of the body of
a slaughtered female cow, can bring the dead to life, first the author asks forgiveness from Allah 
SWT. Here the author tries to open the veil that covers the secret of what is actually meant by Allah,
with part of the body of a slaughtered female cow, can bring the dead to life, based on the molecular
structure of nucleic acid or deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA).

There are several verses that reveal Allah's secret about what is actually meant by Allah, with part 
of the body of a slaughtered female cow, can bring the dead to life, namely the following verses:

“So when I have perfected the event and have breathed into it my spirit; then you should fall 
down prostrating to him." (Shaad: 38: 72)

"So when I have perfected the event, and have breathed into it my spirit, then submit to it 
prostrating yourself (Al Hijr: 15: 29)

"Then He perfected and breathed into it His spirit and He made for you hearing, sight and 
hearts; you are very little grateful. (As Sajdah: 32: 9)

"And when Moses said to his people: "Indeed, Allah has commanded you to slaughter a cow." 
They said: "Are you going to make us the fruit of ridicule?" Moses replied: "I seek refuge in 
Allah so as not to be one of those who ignorant." (Al Baqarah: 2: 67)

"They answered: "Pray for your Lord for us, that He may explain to us; what kind of female cow 
is that." Moses replied: "Indeed Allah says that the female cow is a female cow that is neither old 
nor young; halfway between it; then do what you are commanded" (Al Baqarah: 2:68)

 
"They said: "Ask your Lord for us so that He will explain to us what its color is." Moses replied: 
"Verily Allah says that the female cow is a yellow cow, which is dark yellow in color, pleasing to 
those who look at it" ( Al Baqarah: 2:69)

 
"They said: "Ask your Lord for us that He will explain to us what the nature of the female cow is,
for verily the cow is obscure to us and indeed we, God willing, will be guided" (Al Baqarah: 2:70)

"Moses said: "Verily Allah says that the female cow is a female cow that has never been used to 
plow the land nor to irrigate crops, without defects, without spots." They said: "Now then you 
explain the true nature of the female cow. Then they slaughtered it and almost did not carry out 
the order (Al Baqarah: 2:71)

 

"Then We said: "Strike the corpse with a part of the female cow!" Thus Allah brings back those 
who have died, and shows you the signs of His power so that you may understand (Al Baqarah: 
2:73)

"The king said: "Indeed I dreamed that I saw seven fat cows being eaten by seven skinny cows 
and seven green ears and seven dry ears." O distinguished people: "Explain to me about the 



interpretation of my dream if you can interpret the dream." (Yusuf: 12: 43)

"And it is not possible for any human being that Allah can speak with him except by means of 
revelation or behind a veil or by sending a messenger and then it is revealed to him with His 
permission what He wills. Verily, He is Most High, Most Wise. (Ash Shuura: 42: 51)

"And when My servants ask you about Me, then, that I am near. I grant the supplication of those 
who pray when he asks Me, then let them fulfill (all My commands) and let them believe in Me. 
Me, that they may always be in the truth.(Al Baqarah: 2:186)

"The angels and Gabriel ascended to God in a day the measure of which was fifty thousand years 
(Al Ma´aarij: 70:4)

"He arranges affairs from the skys to the earth, then they ascend to Him in one day whose 
measure is a thousand years according to your reckoning (As Sajdah: 32: 5)

And to Allah belongs the east and the west, so wherever you turn there is the face of Allah. Verily, 
Allah is All-Wise and All-Knowing. (Al Baqarah: 2: 115)

"Who has created the seven skys in layers. You do not see in the creation of the Most Gracious 
God anything that is not balanced. So look over and over again, do you see anything that is not 
balanced? (Al Mulk: 67: 3)

"And when Moses came at our appointed time and the Lord had spoken to him, Moses said: "My 
Lord, show me so that I can see You." The Lord said: "You will never be able to see Me, but 
behold. to the hill, then if it stays where it is, you will surely see Me." When his Lord appeared to 
the mountain, he made the mountain crumble and Moses fell unconscious. So when Moses 
regained consciousness, he said: "Glory be to You. , I repent to You and I am the first to believe." 
(Al A'raaf: 7:143)

"And verily We have created man and know what his heart whispers, and We are nearer to him 
than his jugular vein." (Qaf: 50:16)

In an effort to open the veil of Allah's secret about what is actually meant by Allah, with part of the 
body of a slaughtered female cow, can bring the dead to life, the author uses the basis of 
deoxyribonucleic acid or deoxyribonucleic acid or the molecular structure of nucleic acids.

HYPOTHESIS

Here the author proposes a hypothesis with part of the body of a slaughtered female cow, can bring 
the dead to life, referring to humans who leave faith in cows, to seek and understand Allah's form in
the form of "... my spirit... (Shaad: 38: 72) or “...Allah's spirit...(Shaad : 38:72) which is the source of 
life in the seven skys, based on Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)

PHOTON

Photons are elementary particles of the boson type and carriers of electromagnetic interactions.

QUARK

If we want to know quarks, then we consider one of the hydrogen atoms that is the building block of
the human body, animals, plants and fruits and inanimate objects. Then we open the body of the 
hydrogen atom, we will find one electron and one proton nucleus. Then if this proton is split, then 
we will find two up quarks and one down quark. Where these three quarks are combined with 
gluons.



DEOXYRIBONUCLIC ACID (DNA)

DNA is a repository of genetic information that has a double structure that forms a double helix and 
contains polynucleotide macromolecules that are arranged repeatedly from nucleotide polymers. 
This nucleotide consists of folate, a 5-carbon sugar and one of the nitrogenous bases. The 
nitrogenous bases are Guanine (G), Adenine (A), Cytosine (C) and Thymine (T).

Guanine (G) consists of 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen atoms. 
Adenine(A) has 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms and 5 hydrogen atoms. Cytosine (C) contains 4 
carbon atoms, 3 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen atoms. Thymine (T) contains 5 
carbon atoms. 2 nitrogen atoms, 2 oxygen atoms and 6 hydrogen atoms. Folate contains 1 
phosphorus atom, 4 oxygen atoms and 2 hydrogen atoms. A 5-carbon sugar has 5 carbon atoms, 2 
oxygen atoms and 8 hydrogen atoms.

WHAT ALLAH REALLY MEANS, WITH A PART OF THE BODY OF A SLAUGHT 
FEMALE COW CAN LIFE THE DEATH

Well now, we are still concentrating on uncovering the secrets contained behind the verse: "... when 
Moses said to his people: "Verily Allah told you to slaughter a female cow... (Al Baqarah: 2: 67)"... We 
said: "Strike the corpse with a part of the female cow"...Allah brings back those who have died...(Al 
Baqarah: 2:73)

Well, it turns out that here Allah has declared "... Allah ordered you to slaughter a female cow... (Al 
Baqarah: 2: 67)

Now the question arises,

Why "... Allah ordered... to slaughter a female cow... (Al Baqarah: 2: 67) ?

The answer is in the secret behind the verse: "The king said: "Indeed I dreamed that I saw seven 
female fat cows being eaten by seven female skinny cows... (Yusuf: 12:43)

Well, it turns out, between the years 5000 BC - 3200 BC, in Egypt, humans believed in female 
cows, which were considered sacred. You can't eat the flesh, you can't kill it.

When Allah declared, one of the “Kings... had a dream of seeing seven female fat cows being eaten by 
seven female skinny cows... (Joseph: 12: 43). It turned out, "...female cow... (Yusuf: 12: 43) was used as 
a symbol in the king's dream.

Now, here, Allah wants to reveal the secret to all humans, that "...female cow...(Yusuf: 12: 43) do not 
need to be worshiped and do not need to be used as a belief. Because the female cow is one of 
Allah's creatures, which Allah has breathed "... my spirit... (Shaad: 38: 72) or “...Allah's spirit...
(Shaad : 38:72) into the cow's body female.

Now, with the reasoning, "... female cow... (Yusuf: 12: 43) does not need to be worshiped and does 
not need to be used as a belief, then "... Allah ordered... to slaughter a female cow...( Al Baqarah: 2:67)

Then, with "...part of the female cow...(Al Baqarah: 2:73) that has been slaughtered, if "...hit the 
corpse...(Al Baqarah: 2:73), then "...the corpse will...live again (Al Baqarah: 2:73)

Here, Allah declares with "... part of the female cow... (Al Baqarah: 2: 73) that has been 
slaughtered"... hit the corpse... (Al Baqarah: 2: 73), then "...the corpse will... come back to life (Al 



Baqarah: 2:73)

Well, apparently, here is hidden the true secret of Allah, namely, by "...slaughtering a cow...(Al 
Baqarah: 2:67) is a symbol to leave belief in "...a female cow...(Yusuf : 12:43) which is considered 
sacred.

Then, with "...part of the female cow...(Al Baqarah: 2:73) that has been slaughtered"...hit the corpse...
(Al Baqarah: 2:73), then "... the corpse will...live again(Al Baqarah: 2:73) is a symbol that refers to 
belief in "... my spirit... (Shaad: 38: 72) or “...Allah's spirit...(Shaad : 38:72) that comes out of the body 
of the corpse. That is, humans come back to life through "... my spirit... (Shaad: 38: 72) or “...Allah's 
spirit...(Shaad : 38:72)

Apparently, belief in this sacred cow still exists today, even up to 1 billion people, still believe in 
this sacred cow.

CONCLUSION
 
Based on the description above, we can conclude that the secrets contained behind the verse: "... 
when Moses said to his people: "Verily Allah told you to slaughter a female cow... (Al Baqarah: 2: 67)"... 
We said: "Strike the corpse with a part of the female cow"...Allah brings back those who have died...(Al 
Baqarah: 2:73)

Well, it turns out that here Allah has declared "... Allah ordered you to slaughter a female cow... (Al 
Baqarah: 2: 67)

Now the question arises,

Why "... Allah ordered... to slaughter a female cow... (Al Baqarah: 2: 67) ?

The answer is in the secret behind the verse: "The king said: "Indeed I dreamed that I saw seven 
female fat cows being eaten by seven female skinny cows... (Yusuf: 12:43)

Well, it turns out, between the years 5000 BC - 3200 BC, in Egypt, humans believed in female 
cows, which were considered sacred. You can't eat the flesh, you can't kill it.

When Allah declared, one of the “Kings... had a dream of seeing seven female fat cows being eaten by 
seven female skinny cows... (Joseph: 12: 43). It turned out, "...female cow... (Yusuf: 12: 43) was used as 
a symbol in the king's dream.

Now, here, Allah wants to reveal the secret to all humans, that "...female cow...(Yusuf: 12: 43) do not 
need to be worshiped and do not need to be used as a belief. Because the female cow is one of 
Allah's creatures, which Allah has breathed "... my spirit... (Shaad: 38: 72) or “...Allah's spirit...
(Shaad : 38:72) into the cow's body female.

Now, with the reasoning, "... female cow... (Yusuf: 12: 43) does not need to be worshiped and does 
not need to be used as a belief, then "... Allah ordered... to slaughter a female cow...( Al Baqarah: 2:67)

Then, with "...part of the female cow...(Al Baqarah: 2:73) that has been slaughtered, if "...hit the 
corpse...(Al Baqarah: 2:73), then "...the corpse will...live again (Al Baqarah: 2:73)

Here, Allah declares with "... part of the female cow... (Al Baqarah: 2: 73) that has been 
slaughtered"... hit the corpse... (Al Baqarah: 2: 73), then "...the corpse will... come back to life (Al 
Baqarah: 2:73)



Well, apparently, here is hidden the true secret of Allah, namely, by "...slaughtering a cow...(Al 
Baqarah: 2:67) is a symbol to leave belief in "...a female cow...(Yusuf : 12:43) which is considered 
sacred.

Then, with "...part of the female cow...(Al Baqarah: 2:73) that has been slaughtered"...hit the corpse...
(Al Baqarah: 2:73), then "... the corpse will...live again(Al Baqarah: 2:73) is a symbol that refers to 
belief in "... my spirit... (Shaad: 38: 72) or “...Allah's spirit...(Shaad : 38:72) that comes out of the body 
of the corpse. That is, humans come back to life through "... my spirit... (Shaad: 38: 72) or “...Allah's 
spirit...(Shaad : 38:72)

Apparently, belief in this sacred cow still exists today, even up to 1 billion people, still believe in 
this sacred cow.
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